


CREATING A PIPELINE OF LEADS
salespeople must learn how to
properly educate their potential
buyers throughout the sale
process. deploying creating and
engaging follow-up techniques
will help them achieve this.

leverage blogs, articles, videos
and other entertaining and
educational content to inform
your buyer and create urgency.



when it comes to getting
attention, nothing is more
effective than video. 

salespeople can use video within
text messaging, emails and
nearly every social media
platform to provide potential
clients with engaging content
that generates interest.

GETTING THE ATTENTION OF BUYERS



while most salespeople rely primarily on
using phone calls, linkedin messages and
email to communicate with prospects, top
performing salespeople use alternative
ways of communicating with prospects and
differentiating themselves from the rest of
the market.

STANDING OUT FROM THE CROWD



the hard work of keeping a customer begins
the moment a deal is closed. 

salespeople can rely on creative follow-up
methods to continue nurturing relationships
with clients and keep them engaged.

RETAINING CLIENTS & REDUCING CHURN

the draw to lower prices, alternative
products and newer solutions can be offset by

maintaining genuine customer relationships.



true motivation is the direct
result of consistent and
frequent activity - and is
usually not found in
individuals who have not
developed the discipline to do
the things they don't want to
do.

training and coaching can
help salespeople develop
discipline and yield motivating
results.

STAYING MOTIVATED



SO, HOW DO BUSINESSES
SOLVE THESE CHALLENGES?



PIPELINES & QUALITY LEADS
AWARENESS

EDUCATION

ENTERTAINMENT

ENGAGEMENT

FORMAL DISCOVERY

PROBLEM SOVLING

SOLUTIONS & VALUE

SALESPEOPLE SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO ACT AS AN 'ARM'
OF A COMPANY'S MARKETING DEPARTMENT IN AN EFFORT TO 
GENERATE AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT WITH POTENTIAL

CUSTOMERS BY DEPLOYING EDUCATIONAL AND
ENTERTAINING FOLLOW-UP APPROACHES.

HOW?: SALESPEOPLE CAN SEND LINKS,
VIDEOS, ARTICLES, BLOGS AND OTHER
FORMS OF CONTENT AS THE REASON
FOR REACHING OUT TO PROSPECTS.



LENGTHY LINKEDIN MESSAGES

GETTING ATTENTION
STOP DOING WHAT EVERYONE ELSE IS DOING.

GENERIC EMAILS & VOICEMAILS

'CHECKING IN' & 'REACHING OUT'
thinking outside the 'box'



STANDING APART

simple, start doing what no one else is doing.



RETAINING CLIENTS
put service first and revenue second.

the majority of salespeople
value money and commissions
above the people they serve.

the best salespeople understand
that their income comes from

the relationships they nurture



STAYING MOTIVATED
dISCIPLINE FIRST, MOTIVATION SECOND

goals & targets: 'where do we want to go?'

properly communicating expectations: 'what do we need to do
and who is responsible for doing it?'

accountability & consequences: 'what happens if we don't do
what we need to do?



WHEN RESULTS MATTER,
PROPER TRAINING MATTERS.

W: STUPARSALESACADEMY.COM
O: 262.205.6251
E: JS@JORDANSTUPAR.COM

CONTACT US TODAY TO SCHEDULE
A FREE SALES ANALYSIS

https://www.stuparsalesacademy.com/

